SDG’S LETTER OF INTRODUCTION

Sustainable Development Goals: SDG’S in collaboration with United Nations Organisation, (Ecolight City and The Association Earth). In 2015 all member countries signed on to 17 sustainable development goals (SDG’S) proposed agenda to create the future we want by the year 2030. SDG’S and United Nations organization led by other global partners and collaborators launched TeachSDGS and appointed global ambassadors supporting SDG’S with TeachSDG’S through social services and sustain global economy.

GLOBAL OBJECTIVES
The Objectives of the initiatives are:
- Recognize disparity gaps in the communities that promote non-sustainability and implement sustainable development goal projects, with the 17 proposed agenda into communities, businesses, agencies, government sector and private sector to promote global sustainability.
- Increase public awareness about SDG’S and its potential impact, globally for sustainability.
- Collaborate with social and private partners on all SDG’S to share best global practices with innovative ideas.

MUTUAL INTENTION
SDG’S are global sustainable projects that can attract and connect individuals and organization to global opportunities and global investment, investors, grants and donation through partnership and implementation of the project at local or international level as a social mobilizer with the UN global agenda.

The invitation and introduction letter is inviting stakeholders, institutions and other interest groups / individuals, entities from all regions of the world: Sub-Saharan African, Latin America, The Caribbean, South Asia, the Middle East and North Africa, The Middle East and North Asia, and East Asia and Pacific for partnership with the goals.

GLOBAL PURPOSE
Individuals connect with the goals through the global ambassadors and other stakeholders with the SDG’S leadership training, Mentoring and gain access to attend any of the Washington DC events, organized by the World Bank Group – IMF spring meeting in April 2020. Where they will showcase their achievement with success stories about SDG’S through partnership offline and online on social media, website and other newsletter publicity channel.

TO BE ELIGIBLE YOU MUST:
Attend the SDG’S leadership training and be certified after mentoring and competency test screening for specified duration of the training, workshops and conferences.
Own a platform and/or organize an SDG’S related and replicated programme, events and workshops between 1-10 persons minimum in attendance for advocacy and campaign on SDG’S global goal 2030 agenda.
Individuals and partners must have eligibility from credible grassroots influence to access crowd on SDG’S and the 17 global goal agenda.
After participating and fulfilling the stated eligibility options, you are eligible to enjoy the equal benefit of the global opportunities surrounding the SDG’S as a stakeholder.
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